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In this first installment in a six book
series set after the end of Stargate
Atlantis's final season, Atlantis returns to
the Pegasus Galaxy where the Wraith are now
under the new and powerful Queen of Death who
desperately needs Dr. Rodney McKay--the only
one who can lead them to Earth. Original.
“I haven't full on belly-laughed like this
for a long time” ????? The perfect antidote
to a chaotic world, More Than Just Mum will
have you crying with laughter
His practice newly established, metaphysician
Ned Mathey can't afford to turn away any
clients. But the latest Londoner to seek
Ned's magical aid gives him pause: Mr Edgar
Nevett, an arrogant banker, is the father of
the bully who made Ned's life hell at
boarding school. Nevertheless, Ned accepts
the commission to ensure the Nevett family
silver bears no ancient or modern curses, and
then prepares to banish the Nevett family to
unpleasant memory again. Until Edgar Nevett
is killed by an enchanted silver candlestickone of the pieces Ned declared magically
harmless. Calling on his old school friend
Julian Lynes-private detective and another
victim of the younger Nevett-Ned races to
solve the murder, clear the stain on his
professional reputation, and lay to rest the
ghosts of his past. Assisted by Ned's able
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secretary Miss Frost, who has unexpected
metaphysical skills of her own, Ned and
Julian explore London's criminal underworld
and sodomitical demimonde, uncover secrets
and scandals, confront the unexpected
murderer and the mysteries of their own
relationship. In Death by Silver veteran
authors Melissa Scott and Amy Griswold
introduce a Victorian London where magic
works, influencing every aspect of civilized
life, and two very appealing detectives.
Secret Service Agent Oakes Weaver is in the
midst of the biggest assignment of her
career—leading the advance team for President
Andrew Powell’s impending trip to
Philadelphia where everyone expects he will
be nominated to run for a second term. The
last thing she needs is a tragedy among the
president's inner circle that might not be an
accident, or the sudden recruitment of Ari
Rostof, a woman who might be a lot more than
she seems. But Oakes doesn't get a say in
policy. She only has to secure the
president’s safety—at all costs. First
Daughter Blair Powell and her spouse, Cameron
Roberts, are among the reelection campaign
members accompanying President Andrew Powell
to Philadelphia. While the president may be
protected by his Secret Service agents, those
close to him are literally in the kill zone,
and his adversaries will stop at nothing to
further their cause—even mass murder.
Death by Silver
Tropical Plant Science
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The Fairy Tale and Folklore Roots of the
Popular TV Show
Point of Hopes
Trouble and Her Friends

Searching for their lost crew after the terrible
events of Homecoming, the Stargate Atlantis
team turns to their enemies for help as Teyla
and Ronon seek information from the Genii,
and Colonel Sheppard reopens tense
negotiations with the Wraith. Original.
"Having been born a freeman, and for more
than thirty years enjoyed the blessings of
liberty in a free State—and having at the end
of that time been kidnapped and sold into
Slavery, where I remained, until happily
rescued in the month of January, 1853, after a
bondage of twelve years—it has been
suggested that an account of my life and
fortunes would not be uninteresting to the
public." -an excerpt
One hundred years in the future, someone
steals Trouble's identity on the computer nets
and she, the greatest hacker of them all,
returns from retirement to track down and
confront the imposter in the strange,
constantly-changing world of computer
reality.
Colonel Shepherd's team fight not only to
save their city and free their friends, but
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ultimately to save an entire species from
extinction. In this riveting conclusion to the
epic Legacy series, the destiny of Atlantis and
her people will be decided.
STARGATE ATLANTIS The Wild Blue
The Game Beyond
STARGATE SG-1 & STARGATE ATLANTIS Far
Horizons
A Death at the Dionysus Club
Stargate Atlantis
Told from the point of view of the Wraith, this novella
sees the Atlantis team called upon to help find a missing
Wraith queen, lost on a plague-ridden world. But the
shifting tides of trust and mistrust among the Wraith and
between the Lanteans and their tentative allies threatens
to jeopardise the entire mission – and the nascent
alliance between the Wraith and Atlantis. This 40,000
word novella is set after the STARGATE ATLANTIS
Legacy series.
THE UNKNOWN HAS AN ADDRESS. . . . Hidden away
in the Badlands of South Dakota, Warehouse 13 is a topsecret repository for historical artifacts imbued with
dangerous supernatural properties. Secret Service
agents Pete Lattimer and Myka Bering are ever on the
lookout for loose artifacts threatening to ruin the world’s
day. Their mission:“Snag it, bag it, tag it.” Reports of a
genuine psychic healer, along with a simultaneous
epidemic of mysterious illnesses, lead Myka and Pete on
a hazardous investigation that stretches from a carnival
sideshow back to the bloody history of the Civil War. But
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when Pete is infected with a deadly disease, Myka and
the rest of the team, including Artie Nielsen and Claudia
Donovan, must track down a pair of cursed
gloves—before a madman unleashes a virulent plague
upon America!
Global disaster threatens the Atlantis homeworld.
Stargate Universe begins right where Season Two of the
acclaimed science fiction TV series ended, with the crew
and unwilling passengers of Destiny set to cross a vast
expanse of space with no margin for error. With almost
all of the willing and unwilling crew of the ancient starship
Destiny in suspended animation, only Eli Wallace is left
awake to repair his own stasis pod before time runs out.
While he races against time, a new and unexpected
danger threatens the fragile plan designed to keep
everyone alive and away from the aliens who had been
pursuing them. What is the next chapter in the Stargate
Universe saga? Find out right here! Come with us and
join the fight to get #BackToDestiny! This graphic novel
collects Stargate Universe #1-6.
The Price You Pay
STARGATE ATLANTIS Pride of the Genii
STARGATE SG-1 Behind Enemy Lines
Exogenesis
A Stargate SG-1 Novel
Stargate: Atlantis is back with brand new comic book
adventures that pick up right where the acclaimed TV series
left off! Comic art legend Greg LaRocque (Flash: The Return
of Barry Allen, Web of Spider-Man) and newcomer Scottie
Watson join the writing team of Mark L. Haynes & J.C.
Vaughn (24, Stargate Universe) to deliver the powerful and
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long-awaited new tales of John Sheppard, Teyla, Ronon,
Rodney McKay and the rest of the beloved characters. After
Atlantis is stranded on Earth following the events in the
series' cliffhanger ending, what surprising danger threatens
them and our whole planet? And while they're on Earth, what
new menace enters the scene in the Pegasus galaxy? All will
be revealed in this exciting new collection of American
Mythology's first two story arcs, StargateAtlantis: Back To
Pegasus and Stargate Atlantis: Gateways, the comics that
made one review say, "As far as television franchises
continuing on in comic books I think this one is definitely the
most authentic to the series."
Junior Theory Level 1 - a foundational music theory book
specifically designed for children aged 4-7.
"HDV Filmmaking," focuses on the emerging HDV digital
video format, the logical successor to current DV formats
utilized by both amateurs and professionals. It serves as a
complete guide to HDV filmmaking, with technical information
on the format, and practical applications, from lighting and
shooting, to editing, effects, and delivery on tape and DVD
media. It provides both practical and theoretical explanations
of concepts relating to the acquisition, editing, and delivery of
HDV material, with a primary focus on concepts and
techniques for achieving superior image and sound quality
from HDV devices. It also offers advice on preferred methods
for capturing and manipulating images in a computer and
covers specific software packages, with tutorial steps for
completing tasks. "HDV Filmmaking" provides coverage of
real-world applications, providing step-by-step explanations
for completing them, and provides you with important lists of
recommended items and technical considerations.
Sequel to A Matter of Honor: O'Neill pays a heavy price for
loyalty.
More Than Just Mum (More Than Just Mum, Book 1)
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Atlantis Wasn’t Built For Tourists
A Touch of Fever
Four Dragons
STARGATE ATLANTIS Lost Queen
GET INSIDE GRIMM. NBC’s hit television series
Grimm pits modern detective Nick Burkhardt of
the Portland Police against a cast of
terrifying villains—lifted directly from the
pages of classic fairytales. In the world of
the show, the classic stories are actually a
document of real events, and Nick himself is
descended from a long line of guardians, or
Grimms, charged with defending humanity from
the mythological creatures of the world. From
The Big Bad Wolf to Sleeping Beauty, The
Mythology of Grimm explores the history and
folkloric traditions that come into play
during Nick’s incredible battles and
investigations—tapping into elements of
mythology that have captured our imaginations
for centuries.
"It was meant to be a soft mission, something
to ease Doctor Daniel Jackson back into
things after his time among the Ancients-after all, what could possibly go wrong on a
simple survey of ancient Chinese ruins? As it
turns out, a whole lot. After accidentally
activating a Goa'uld transport ring, Daniel
finds himself the prisoner of Lord Yu, the
capricious Goa'uld System Lord. Meanwhile,
SGI's efforts to rescue their friend are
hampered by a representative of the Chinese
government with an agenda of his own to
follow-- and a deep secret to hide. But
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Colonel Jack O'Neill is in no mood for delay.
He'll go to any lengths to get Daniel back-even if it means ignoring protocol and taking
matters into his own hands"--Page 4 of cover.
Nicholas Rathe is a pointsman, a watchman in
the great city of Astreiant, the capital of
the Kingdom of Chenedolle. During the annual
trade fair when the city is filled with
travelers, someone is stealing children. The
populace is getting angry and frightened and
is looking for someone to blame. Nicholas
must find the children and save the city.
Told from the point of view of the Wraith,
this novella sees the Atlantis team called
upon to help find a missing Wraith queen,
lost on a plague-ridden world. But the
shifting tides of trust and mistrust among
the Wraith and between the Lanteans and their
tentative allies threatens to jeopardise the
entire mission - and the nascent alliance
between the Wraith and Atlantis. This 40,000
word novella is set after the STARGATE
ATLANTIS Legacy series.
Back to Destiny
STARGATE ATLANTIS Unascended (Legacy Book 7)
STARGATE SG-1 Infiltration
STARGATE ATLANTIS Third Path (Legacy Book 8)
Twelve Years a Slave
In the sequel to Lambda Literary Award-winning
Death by Silver, metaphysician Ned Mathey and
private detective Julian Lynes again challenge
magical and murderous threats in a Victorian London
not quite the city in our history books. Mathey is
recruited by Scotland Yard to assist the new
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Metaphysical Crimes Squad in the case of a literally
heartless corpse. Mathey soon discovers that the
magic used to rob the man of his heart and life does
not conform to the laws of modern metaphysics-and
then a second victim turns up. Meanwhile, a minor
poet hires Lynes to track down and stop the
blackmailer threatening to reveal him as the
pseudonymous author of popular romances. When
another target of the same blackmailer, a friend of
Mathey's assistant Miss Frost, appeals for aid, Lynes
and Mathey begin to suspect murders and blackmail
are connected. Digging deep into the clandestine
worlds of lawless antique magic and the gay
demimonde, Mathey and Lynes must uncover the
source and nature of a heart-stealing supernatural
creature before it can kill them too, even as they face
the scandal of exposing themselves as sodomites in
order to close the case.
In the fragile peace following Queen Death's defeat,
Dr. Daniel Jackson arrives in Atlantis to indulge in
some real archaeology. Naturally, things don't go
according to plan.
“I have never laughed out loud at a book so much in
my life.” Reader review⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ Meet Hannah
Thompson: wife, mother, teacher and... secret erotica
author?
School refusal affects up to 5% of children and is a
complex and stressful issue for the child, their family
and school. The more time a child is away from
school, the more difficult it is for the child to resume
normal school life. If school refusal becomes an
ongoing issue it can negatively impact the child’s
social and educational development. Psychologist
Joanne Garfi spends most of her working life
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assisting parents, teachers, school counsellors,
caseworkers, and community policing officers on how
best to deal with school refusal. Now her experiences
and expertise are available in this easy-to-read
practical book. Overcoming School Refusal helps
readers understand this complex issue by explaining
exactly what school refusal is and provides them with
a range of strategies they can use to assist children in
returning to school. Areas covered include: • types of
school refusers • why children refuse to go to school
• symptoms • short term and long term consequences
• accurate assessment • treatment options • what
parents can do • what schools can do • dealing with
anxious high achievers • how to help children on the
autism spectrum with school refusal
Homecoming
Point of Dreams
The Lost Queen––SGX-04
Overcoming School Refusal
STARGATE SG-1 Hall of the Two Truths
Atlantis Wasn’t Built for Tourists is a horror fantasy
comic book series set in the Pacific Northwest written by
Eric Palicki and illustrated by Wendell Cavalcanti and
Mark Dale, published by Scout Comics. Lucas Lewis
drifts into Atlantis County, Oregon wanting nothing more
than a hot meal and soft bed for the night. What he finds
instead is a small town in thrall to eldritch creatures
lurking in the surrounding wilderness, possibly guided
by an even more sinister force. Lucas becomes
determined to eradicate all of Atlantis’s demons, but
these monsters are not what they seem. Unfortunately for
the monsters, neither is Lucas.
The free flow of traffic to the Gamma Quadrant is vital to
the recovery and survival of the planet Bajor and to
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Federation interests as well. When a mysterious cloaked
ship begins raiding wormhole shipping, cleaning out
holds and killing entire crews, Commander Benjamin
Sisko of Deep Space Nine™acts at once to stop the
menace. Commander Sisko has unexpected aid: the
cloaked vessel has been striking Cardassian ships as
well, and the Cardassian commander Gul Dukat intends
to destroy the ship at all costs. Their unlikely alliance
works well -- until two of Sisko's crewmen are captured
by the raiders. Gul Dukat will stop at nothing to gain his
victory; now Sisko must locate the predator ship, hold off
the Cardassians long enough to rescue his people -- and
prevent an interstellar war!
Colonel Jack O'Neill and his SG-1 team find themselves
stranded on a primitive world where the inhabitants pay
homage to the Goa'uld by providing their best specimens
as host bodies for their young.
The city of Astreiant has gone crazy with enthusiasm for
a new play, "The Drowned Island," a lurid farrago of
melodrama and innuendo. Pointsman Nicolas Rathe is
not amused, however, at a real dead body on stage and
must investigate. A string of murders follow, perhaps
related to the politically important masque that is to play
on that same stage. Rathe must once again recruit the
help of his lover, former soldier Philip Eslingen, whose
knowledge of actors and the stage, and of the depths of
human perversity and violence, blends well with Rathe's
own hard-won experience with human greed and magical
mayhem. Their task is complicated by the season, for it is
the time of year when the spirits of the dead haunt the
city and influence everyone, and also by the change in
their relationship when the loss of Philip's job forces him
to move in with Nicolas. Mystery, political intrigue, floral
magic, astrology, and romance--both theatrical and
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personal--combine to make this a compelling read. A
winner of the Lambda Literary Award for Best LGBT
Speculative Fiction.
The Cost of Honor
Gas Dynamics
Proud Helios
The Lost Queen--SGX-04
Stargate Atlantis [eBook - Biblioboard]
A star-flung empire the prize — in a deadly war of succession
The Silvertree Empress is dead, the last of her line. The heir
named in her will is an impossibility, her favorite, Keira Renault,
member of a family deposed and disgraced generations before
— the man she claimed as the power behind her throne. As the
Empire’s notables jockey for position behind the various
claimants, Keira must defeat his rivals in simulation and reality
— and somehow hold the factions together long enough for the
Empire to survive.
Stargate AtlantisThe Lost Queen--SGX-04
Captured by the Goa'uld Lugh, Carter faces a hard choice: help
repair a cloaking device that would give Lugh a dangerous
advantage or allow SG-1 to be handed over to the System
Lords.
The Mythology of Grimm
The Lost
A practical guide for teachers, counsellors, caseworkers and
parents
Faking It (More Than Just Mum, Book 2)
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